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The Minor Planet Center

• The MPC is the world’s nerve center (IAU designated) for asteroid & comet observations.

• The MPC collects, processes, distributes all positional measurements, orbits, and 
discovery information for all minor planets and comets (and some natural satellites too).

• The MPC alerts the PDCO and elements of the International Asteroid Warning Network of 
any potential for impact by newly discovered NEOs.

• The MPC helps coordinate worldwide observers.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You’ll hear from Anne some of what the role of the PDS is, but I want to remind everyone what the main roles of the MPC are…



MPC Organization
• MPC is hosted by the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAO) at the 
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics (CfA).
• The MPC has been funded 100% by NASA’s Near Earth Object 
Observations (NEOO) program since 2008, now managed through the 
PDCO, through early 2017.  Beginning in January 2017, funded via a sub-
award from U Maryland through an augmentation to its PDS cooperative 
agreement.
• MPC has become a functional sub-node of the Small Bodies Node of the 
NASA Planetary Data System.
• The SBN serves as intermediary between the direction of NASA Planetary 
Defense Coordination Office (PDCO) and the MPC.
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MPC data volumes

• Data volume is growing rapidly 
and will continue to accelerate.

• USAGE is growing rapidly… 
export considerations with 
data and data products.



Recent Developments: Facilities/Equipment

• Recent hardware upgrades at the MPC
- Facilitate new pipeline development
- Eliminate retired dependencies (VMS, etc.)

• Cloud:
- SBN looking to it as a possible backup 

resource
 SBN Facilities
 As possible backup for MPC database



Recent Logistical Developments
• MPC Users Group constituted… first meeting was June 22-23rd, second meeting 
held Dec. 18-19, 2017. MUG bi-annual meetings has been set (next meeting in 
June, 2018). Charge document finalized.

Has helped guide new developments at the MPC:
• Several new additional MPC positions and hires (and SBN positions as well). 

• Improvements in the data processing pipeline to cope with expected data flow 
increase over the next ~10 years.

• Schedule for implementation of new reporting standards.

•MUG solicits community input (e.g. DPS NEO Ops Workshop)



ADES
• Astrometry Data Exchange 

Standard contains schema for 
variety of observation types:
– Optical
– Space-based
– radar

• Xml (and psv) formats
• Uncertainties and attributes 

for additional measurables



New IAWN Website Launched 3/31, 2018: http://iawn.net

• Organize Observing Campaigns (2012 TC4, Wirtanen: 
http://wirtanen.astro.umd.edu
•Light Curve Database (Brian Warner)

o Still maintained by Brian, but home at SBN-PSI

http://iawn.net/
http://wirtanen.astro.umd.edu/


Beginning to track metrics…
NEOCP Entries (Jan. 1-18, 2018) 
• Average of ~5 NEO Discoveries/day
• Average Length of NEOCP: 76 Entries in Jan., 

now ~56.
• Comets: ~2%, NEOs ~ 35%, Other (including 

MBAs & non-confirmed) ~63% 
NEOCP length

Days in 2018
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New Copy of MPC Database at SBN

• Mirror

• Metrics

• Backups

Isolated Tracklets (public)

Year-Day (from January 1, 2018)
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New MPC Pipeline capabilities

• Ability to report immediate status of user-
submitted tracklets

• Full use of ADES data
– Uncertainties
– Photometry
– Radar submission
– All metadata

• New Heliocentric linking technique



Heliocentric Linking: 
Concept

Holman et al. 2018

Rapidly (NlogN steps) Identified ~104 likely  
objects in the isolated tracklet file (ITF) 



MPChecker improvements

• API interface
• Pre-calculated queries
• Increased processing speed by several

– Presently ~8s per query
– < 1s with improvements 



Overall Path for Improved MPC core operations
(in addition to completing the pipeline and product improvements)

• Increase efficiency in identification and automation 
within the MPC, eliminating single-point failure 
weaknesses in operations.

• Transparency and Metrics:
– Clearer Oversight,
– Tracklet processing products for community use and 

validation of data submissions.
• Full usage and integration of user-submitted 

information, and creation of user-community products.
• Regular evaluation with community input.



Backup Slides



http://wirtanen.astro.umd.edu

Organizing Observing 
Campaigns



Short Term Priorities
• Complete Implementation of new reporting format.

• Complete implementation of MPC metrics. 

• Automatic update of MPC DB at SBN: live database.

• Continue with New pipeline development.

• Regularly Archive Pipeline code and database to PDS-SBN. 

• Begin Transferring operations to cloud computing.

• Cross-coordinate complementary resources btw SBN and MPC.
 Apply improved MPC Checker to new and previous survey holdings
 Automate Search of SBN holdings for pre-covery



MPC Evaluation of 
NEO Recoveries

Veres et al. (2018)

Faint Objects are 
difficult to recover

Delay of NEOCP submissions 
can result in non-confirmation



• Light Curve Database (Brian Warner)
o Still maintained by Brian, but home at SBN-PSI

LC database Migration to SBN



Enhanced CA 
Content:



Number of Discoveries/Year within 1LD
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Year
Position IAWN to handle and rapidly respond to increasing number of Close-Approach 
discoveries per year... Posting and Meta-data Fully Automated

2018 LA



Heliocentric linking: In action

• Rapidly (NlogN steps) Identifies ~104 likely  
objects in the isolated tracklet file (ITF) 

Holman et al. 2018



Cooperative Agreement Rationale
• Establish a direct collaboration between the Minor Planet Center (MPC), at 
the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAO) under a NASA award issued 
by the PDCO, and the Small Bodies Node (SBN) of NASA’s Planetary Data System 
(PDS). 

• Ensure that the critical work of the MPC is intimately tied into NASA’s long 
term archive of planetary data. 
• Provide a closer tie between the dynamical results of the MPC and the 
physical results archived at the Small Bodies Node, noting that SBN uses the 
dynamical results and conversely MPC receives physical data as a byproduct 
of its normal operations. 

• Current emphasis of the NEO Observation program is completing the 
congressionally mandated survey of NEOs. Both dynamical and physical data 
are critical for the larger program of hazard mitigation. 
• A Cooperative Agreement is more appropriate for the MPC than an award 
since the MPC is funded as a critical component of the infrastructure for the 
PDCO. Thus it should be guided more closely by NASA than is appropriate under 
an award.



SBN-UMD New Personnel 

• In addition to utilizing existing SBN staff in distributed tasks, the 
staff at the SBN, U of Md, will be increased by a full-time 
manager/scientist (Co-lead SBN) and a science programmer. The 
unfortunate loss of the PI Mike A’Hearn means the new scientist 
has had to taken on the PI role on a shortened time scale.

• The scientific programmer, Andrei Mamoutkine (from Cassini 
CIRs team)  hire is completed. New programmer position 
announced.

• SBN has completed an NEOO sub-award to Dr. Tim Spahr through 
NEO Sciences LLC, to help with IAWN management and MPC 
metrics.



Other Developments
NEOCP to be more automated

Linking to be improved

Frequent calculations to be sped up:
Incorporating faster n-body integrators into MPC
operations.

Making MPChecker much, much faster.

Working on Chebyshev interpolation tables of MPs with 
fairly well defined orbits to significantly speed up a number of frequent
calculations.

Building tools for rapid stellar blend identification.

MPC is hiring:
We hired a new software developer (Ian Boardman).
We hired a Project Scientist (Matt Payne).
We hired an Astronomer (Peter Veres).
We will hire three more people in the coming years.
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